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Well received with many thanks formal

Trust TextRanch experts to complete your writing. Join more than 100,000 users who count TextRanch to get their English checked! Check your entire sentence for FREE! A complete search of the internet has found this result:Accepted with many thanks is the most popular phrase on the web. More popular!83,600 results on web25,900 results on webWhat people said about
TextRanchThanks to TextRanch, I was able to score more than 950 on TOEIC, and I got good grades on ACTFL OPIC as well. + Read the full interview— Alan, StudentI loves TextRanch because of reliable feedback. The comments of the helpful editor and customer service are amazing. + Read the full interview- Zubair Alam Chowdhury, Technical Support SpecialistTextRanch
has helped me to improve my written skills as well as communicate more naturally, such as local English speakers. + Read the full interview- Michel Vivas, Senior Technology OfficerTextRanch is very responsive and really cares about customers. It's the best online service I've ever used! + Read the full interview– Reza Bahrami, Photographer/Filmmaker started using TextRanch
when I started learning English. It has become an awesome way to improve my English skills. + Read the full interview- Chiara Baesso, CopywriterI likes that the TextRanch editor is a real person who checks the text and gives feedback – it makes it so personal. + Read the full interview- Marelise, Social Media ManagerI sometimes wonder if my English expression makes sense
clearly and TextRanch helps me a lot in those cases. + Read the full interview- Snappy, TranslatorTextRanch has really helped in improving the flow and repairing my sentence structure. + Read the full interview- Rin, Translator Thank you very much. I've been looking for real people to check  my hepled TextRanch a lot– Noel December 2020 The service is fantastic and they
provide timely feedback. I was really impressed. Thank you TextRanch and your wonderful team of editors. - Manoj December 2020 REAL PEOPLE! - Dave November 2020 I am very satisfied with the editing service. I like the fact that my work is edited by a human editor. It gave me the assurance that the job was perfect and error free- BSM November 2020 I liked a quick turn
and all the adjustments made to my emails to make it very professional. thank you! - Karina - Featured Comments. Super fast, useful, and :)- Mary - Featured Comments. Ranch text is fantastic, Ranch text solves my problem, I'm looking for this type of app for years, I love it. – november 2020 salman exactly what I want to check out, more effective way Grammerly! - November
2020 simit I like how they correct our mistakes. - Jessica November 2020 It's very good. The editor found a mistake I overlooked. Great experience! - Ka ching - Featured comments. I LIKE the idea of being attended by real people, not machines. The answer is REALLY satisfying and people are kind Polite. - Nicholas Davi October 2020 WOW... that's AMAZING. Thank you-
Fardokht - Featured comments. My first experience with textranch was fantastic. they really surprised me. - Rishad October 2020 I got the correct feedback from experts. I love it. - Yougesh October 2020 Their personal comments are very useful and it is a good way to improve the language. - leesha October 2020 It's a testiculating feedback because as a non-original speaker, I
really need to have a reliable help tool to correct my texts. - Susan October 2020 This is the first time I used Textranch, and I like how the editors took the time to edit my texts. Highly recommend everyone who has never used Textranch before, you should give it a try. – Wilson October 2020 Reliable – Ramwang September 2020 Wow, this is awesome, the first time I got spelling
help from real people!!! recommend to all. - Philip September 2020 Every time I need text in English to be reviewed, Textranch is my online resource. - roderikopera - Featured comments. I love Textranch. It is super easy to use, and proofreaders are so professional and responsive. - roderikopera - Featured comments. I am really surprised by this innovative service because there
are real experts who can check your texts online, which is much better than the various AI-driven software solutions. Thank you, Mags! - Vladislav August 2020 I can be attended by real human beings, it makes it personal and that's wonderful. - tobechukwu - Featured comments. My corrections were made jiffy. Thank you- the lowest price of August 2020 Up to 50% lower than
other online editing sites. The fastest Times Our editor team works for you 24/7.4.Qualified Editors native English Specialists for the UK or US English.Top Customer Service We are here to help. Satisfaction is guaranteed! When receiving emails from someone, we usually reply that Well received or well observed. What does that mean? I can't clearly understand their meaning,
just follow to reply. Accepted with thanks. Accepted, thank you. Coma or not, any case where possible, they all sound/look really weird/awkward to my ear/eyes. I can't tell why. Probably because when I heard being received with something, I pictured the item received with another item. They are physical/tangible objects and both from the sender. For example, I accept flowers
with cards. Instead, Accepted with intangible thanks and thanks not coming from the sender but rather the recipient. Is that even grammar? However, is this what natives use official context (replying to official emails etc.) ?\Thank you and sorry for my poor English. If you want to simply verify to your professor that you have received the message, it is well received delivering more
than that. Well received, which is sometimes refreshed, means something has got a good reaction or has been seen with approval. For example, the book is well received by critics. See Macmillan and Collins as an example of dictionary definitions. Dictionary. I am looking for resources, I am keen to see that being well received is quite often abused in professional emails to deliver
confirmation of acceptance. See the Daily Jambo, where it is quoted as one of five phrases commonly abused in emails. In short, if you respond to your professor that his email was well received, you told him that you accepted it, but you liked it and found it well written or it contained good ideas. It will sound a little out of place. But more importantly, I think, it may come across a bit
inappropriate, because he should have advised you and reviewed your work, whereas you don't usually be in a position to review hers. If you want to simply verify that you've received her email, some of the options you have are: Thank you, I've received your message. I confirm that I have received your message. (slightly more formal) Receipt confirmed. (slightly curly and. far
away) Thanks for the information. Login / Sign me is not an original speaker and I want to seek your advice ... I'm told that being well received means getting a good reaction from people and not the right way to mean I've received it, which is very commonly used in business emails, for example: thanks for your email and messages you received well. These files are well received
and thank you. In fact I receive a lot of these phrases from colleagues/secretaries/clients every day at work. I will say, on the other hand: Thank you for your email and you have been certified. The file has been received and thank you. Can anyone advise a better expression, please? I agree with you that being well received means getting a good reaction from people. If someone
is worried that their email may not reach you for some reason, I will convince them with: Thank you. Your email is securely accepted (or: securely accepted). If it was just a regular response to the email, I would say: I received your email, thank you. I agree with you that being well received means getting a good reaction from people. If someone is worried that their email may not
reach you for some reason, I will convince them with: Thank you. Your email is securely accepted (or: securely accepted). If it was just a regular response to the email, I would say: I received your email, thank you. Thank you Chez for your good advice! I wonder if my expression sounds strange: thank you for your email and you messages have been mentioned. The file has been
received and thank you. Hopefully I know you're thinking, please? Your messages are fine The first (your email has been mentioned) sounds quite cold and formal, but very correct. I would only use this if, for example, I received a complaint – formally 'noticing' that I had received their email complaint. Your message is fine. The first (your email has been mentioned) sounds quite
cold and formal, but very correct. I would only use this if, for example, I received a complaint – formally 'noticing' that I had received their email complaint. Thanks for Explanation! It is useful you have to log in or register to reply here. Here.
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